1. Plan Confirmation
   - Are there any red flags? (this was all previously released)
   - Is this version acceptable for public review?

2. Glossary Revisions

3. Align Goals and Objectives
Confirmation Items

- Section 1: compilation of public released materials explaining origins of Tribal Communication Plan and California Water Plan Tribal Advisory Committee
- Tribal Environmental Knowledge and Sustainability
- Guiding Principles Chart
Glossary Revisions-Traditional Cultural Practitioner

It is a person who lives culturally traditional ways, as in using water in a cleansing ceremony, in burial, in prayer, in life, in survival. The water must be clean for gathering materials to be safe to eat, weave, and for the medicinals and botanicals which are used by many traditional Native “Practitioners.” A person may or may not be a healer or a medicine man or woman to be a traditional cultural practitioner. It should be noted that the term “practitioner” is in many ways a misnomer as it refers to a person who actively participates in traditional and culturally relevant Native American lifeways.
Glossary Revisions

Do you want to include a definition of “federally recognized California Indian Tribe” using “Indian Tribe” definition provided by Tribal AC member.
California Native American Tribe

Federally Recognized California Indian Tribe.
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